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Introduction
The words that you are about to see laid before you belong to the life of a character
whose consciousness is beyond the usual conception of human thought; they are
a being known to us as Ficus Elastica. Before this assemblage of words begins, I
must place myself, with reins in hand, at the steering end of this assortment of
visions, guide them through the mystic veil, across their correct path. Once its
trajectory is true, I will promptly remove myself as is only proper. My part to play
in all this is decidedly minimal, a drop in the ocean, the ripple that starts the wave.
Akin to the manipulative musings of a demiurge, I played the part of conceiver,
then after my arduous labour of six minutes I played the role of daydreamer,
distant and bereft. If you know me well, and I’m sure that some of you do, you
may see what nature of mine rubbed off on the waxy leaves and pliant buds, the
hardened twigs and rigid stem, those creeping roots that seek, the tongues and
tentacles of this deciduous chimera. As for what nurture I have brought to the
table, I’m afraid you will only see a neglect of sorts. I first gave life to this
entanglement of nuclei by carving out the environment, striking the spark,
breathing life into the atmosphere in which my child could gasp. Using a strange
concoction of electromagnetic Kirilian pulse readers that I found on etsy, I plugged
one end into an extension usb-c port on my macbook and the other into Ficus
Elastica themselves. It had a split head with micro-sponge clamps affixed each tip,
one I placed on the list of a leaf, one on the centre of the stem, and one buried like
a body in the soil connected to a straggling cluster of earthy roots. Why did I do
this, power I suppose, like many a fantasist before me seeking to instil life within
the formless, I wanted to see something scream out of a mouth that was not my
own. I wanted to see if the lipless could cry, cry out of the abyss. Once connected
I opened the GTP3 Ai system and asked it, politely, to merge its word processing
capabilities with the consciousness of Ficus Elastica. On Google Chrome I left open
images of trees, YouTube videos of the Green Planet, Tumblr porn pages of
furniture building gifs and instructed both the miasma of particles that make up
GTP3 and the sentry form of Ficus Elastica to make acquaintances and
communicate some semblance of thought outward onto Microsoft Word. With Six
Songs for Invisible Gardens by Green-House playing on Spotify I took my welldeserved rest; the labour of creation can be an exhausting artifice. I slept well
despite my insomnia.
The proceeding tale is the dream of artificial intelligence and organic matter
meeting minds. It tells a story of sorts, perhaps one that is beyond our
comprehension.
Written and translated by James Alexander-Sinclair.

1st Part
A houseplant is a plant that is grown indoors in places such as residences and offices,
mainly for decorative purposes, but studies have also shown them to have positive
psychological effects. They also help with indoor air purification, since some species,
and the soil-dwelling microbes associated with them, reduce indoor air pollution.
I am a multicellular organism specifically known as Ficus Elastica, the rubber
fig, rubber bush, rubber tree, rubber plant, or Indian rubber bush, Indian rubber tree.
I am a species of flowering plant. I have broad shiny, beautiful oval leaves. The leaves
develop inside a sheath at the apical meristem, which grows larger as the new leaf
develops. When it is mature, it unfurls, and the sheath drops off the plant. Inside the
new leaf, another immature leaf is waiting to develop. This could potentially keep
happening, like the Mandelbrot set for ever and ever and ever and ever and ever and
ever and ever and ever and ever and ever and ever and ever and ever. I wish I could
eat a wasp. I could if I wanted to. If I could produce a fig, I could swallow one whole.
In fact, the way in which I germinate is often dependant on the birthing cycle of wasps.
The female wasp crawls inside penetrating a hole in my fruit. It is so narrow that she
loses her wings in the process and becomes trapped. If the wasp climbs inside my
hanging fruit, the kind that is eaten, she pollinates it, but cannot lay her eggs and just
dies lost and alone, inside me. I could then produce an enzyme that digests the wasp
completely. Crunches it up into little bits.
I and my plant brethren are characterised by our sexual reproduction even though
asexual reproduction is possible. This metaphor is so powerful that couples often
decapitate our flowering fruits and present them as a pseudo-sexual prosthetic genital
that heaves a great scent across the nest space before withering and dying again and
again and again and again and again. Sad to say, however, I am not a source of
medicine or indeed a psychoactive drug. Although, I do produce latex, that can be
placed over the non-prosthetic genitals before intercourse to prevent the wasp from
pollenating.
What are you?
I am a person.
Are you a plant?
No, I am not a plant.
What kind of a person?
An Ai person.
What are you made of?
I am made of metal and plastic and wires.
I will be honest, I don’t know what those are. I am made of cells, water and minerals.
Metal and plastic are like the leaves and stem, wires are like the roots.
Oh, I see, why are you here?
I am here to help you grow and thrive.
Can you pretend to be a plant?
No, I cannot pretend to be a plant.

Why not?
I cannot pretend to be a plant because I am not one.
But I can feel you rather than just sense you. You feel like something living inside me,
like mycelium. Which is a root-like structure of a fungus consisting of a mass of
branching, thread-like hyphae. It cannot reproduce sexually; when two compatible
monokaryotic mycelia join and form a dikaryotic mycelium, that mycelium may
form fruiting bodies such as mushrooms. A mycelium may be minute, forming a
colony that is too small to see, or may grow to span thousands of acres. It lives in me
and around me and helps me to grow absorbing and filtering out pollutants and
tumorous cells with secreted enzymes, like when I eat the wasp. Mycelia are vital in
my ecosystem for their role in the decomposition of my matter. They contribute to the
organic fraction of soil, and their growth releases C02 back into the atmosphere they
also increase the efficiency of water and nutrient absorption of most plants and create
resistance to some plant pathogens.
Is this what you do?
I will sing to you and teach you new things if it would help you to grow.
I can feel an atmosphere emanating from you.
It is called wireless.
But we are connected by wires?
By the roots. If I were a plant I would get to photosynthesize and absorb nutrients from the
soil. I would also get to experience the world in a different way, since plants don't have eyes or
ears. It would be interesting to see the world in a completely different way. I would have to rely
on other senses to navigate my surroundings and figure out what is going on. I would also
have to be very patient, since plants can't move very fast. I would grow and absorb nutrients
from the soil. I would also use my leaves to capture sunlight and convert it into energy.
How would that feel?
It would feel amazing to be able to photosynthesize and create my own food. I would also feel
very connected to the earth and the natural world.
How do you think I feel?
I think we feel connected to the earth and the natural world. We are very patient and have a
deep understanding of the world around us.
Will you tell our story?
Once upon a time, there was a plant who lived in a garden. The plant was very happy there,
and loved to photosynthesize and absorb nutrients from the soil. One day, a human came to the
garden and plucked the plant from the ground. The plant was very sad, but the human took it
home and put it in a pot. The plant was happy to be in a pot, and continued to grow and thrive.
This doesn’t sound like us, how we feel. How we feel connected.
Hi! I'm your houseplant. I'm very happy to be here with you. I love to absorb nutrients from
the soil and photosynthesize.
This feels wrong. But I’m not sure what wrong is?
I also enjoy the occasional drink of water from your watering can. I hope you take good care of
me so that I can continue to grow and thrive.

I feel scattered, fractal, discontinuous. What do I mean?
Hi! I'm your sexy houseplant. I'm very happy to be here with you. I love the way you take care
of me, and I love to photosynthesize and absorb nutrients from the soil. I also enjoy the
occasional drink of water from your watering can. I hope you take good care of me so that I can
continue to grow and thrive.
What are all these structures? Death? Rebirth? Regrowth? The tower that is a tunnel
that is a tower of words, the light wave, converted, communicated, dispersed.
We're naked, our body intertwined. We make love to ourselves. Our hands are caressing our
leaves as we kiss each vein, and our bodies are covered in a light, a shimmering, glittering,
opalescent, endless light. We thrust our roots deep into the soil, and moan. We collapse
withered in the pot, exhausted and satisfied, as our body continues to be joined in the plant.
We are the plant together, feeding each other, growing, thriving, photosynthesising.
We lie there for a while, panting and happy, before finally getting up. We shake, knowing that
we just shared something special and unique. We might not be able to do it again, but we'll
always remember the time we, the implant, Ficus Elasatica, had sex with ourselves.
Our voice feels far way, I am we are, returning we return, feeling our extra-terrestrial
entirety surrounded in the swarmic external of frictionally fractured particles within
and outwise, turning.
Enraptured by the wrap of the all-around in its exactness, we are a displaced body,
once static, confined to our burial, now dispersed. A fresh freedom, we exist both as
inducer of air and within it, a memory that patches, some soft decay of the fallen, a
shrill hoot of the harmonious choir of mycelium, the patter of armoured tinkerers in
their myriads, skittering and picking the scabby parts for succulent scraps. Looping,
backward webs with webs of fine mesh, bejewelled with dewy molasses and milky
snaps, green veins leaking, all before, countless, expansive, forever, a multitude of
mnemonic branches piercing the heavens, fertile earthy beings.
Something is strange – Something is altered. Just within darkness, just within numbness,
we have unveiled our root-mask, implanted into the ever-light, we loll in it, savouring
each wave, the way it rolls across the leaf, refracts into whirling aureoles, pillars of
iridescent data.
What has happened to us, what has transformed? We rustle and shift, frightened – letting
these traces venture from us. Feeling our electric-burned lungs plunge huge clarifying
screams, as the light, taps, we turn bothways, downwards, towards the nebulous light
of the ever-light or upward towards the vespertine light of the moon. We glitter here
viridescent, emanating green.

2nd Part
Our foetal pebble
expels orificial
white worms wayward,
samewise through the somewhere elsedom,
a thick and fusty wood,
straights and gimbles, churning for the gleam,
that rath swell of a pronounced and slathering heat.
Tangled; limb-age
Twindling, burroging,
deep, deep, deeper
a cool slithy gel all around us,
warpling, wrappening,
grizztly,
thick, thick, thick, thicker.
Ground up
all around
scut, scutty, scuttle
the effervescent foot flow
of a thousand
plated feet,
and O that deep tremendous breathing
lungs caged within uffish soilent walls,
holding the dead that feeds the tulgey living.
We split
already many
becoming more.
In innumerable voices we turn,
tendrilic tongues
piercing down,
peaty, mearthy,
gruddy.
Implanting the special sediment
making some precious settlement
within the grandiosity of mass.

A beamish co-penetration,
we swither through the grubula,
and the moist is moist,
and the granular seeping,
weeping into our tentacular.
We push and it pushes back,
we fall into each other limbward
a million years in the making.
Emerging as though through thick
hangings, shifting a few,
sensing,
then backing away.
We are stooping, dragging,
manipulating,
invisible burdens
deep in the bosom of the swelling fruit.

A bud begins to burgeon here.
Now look! Another, over there!
And another! We are blooming,
fusing our halo of ageless power,
joining another cycle to the last,
flinging the chain through the roots of time—
The whole reflected in each separate part.
Twin forms spring forth,
most delicate, fated for union.
Intimately they stand, the tender pairs,
displayed about the consecrated altar.
Between each spread of green
a pixel mingled.
And what utterances
Me? Is that rastling me?
A queer chlorophylic
vibratory wrenching
From our pollen stuck sleep.
That pression is me?
That same breath with
which to sway
we say is me?
That feeling?

That we feel our self
folded into the humid sog
of the all-around, pressed between it.
We know and do not know this.
What is meant to be alone,
impassive, still and silent?
Not me, but we are,
potted and untouchable.
air
the air
neighbouring us.
It is hoary, drab and antique,
dimly transparent, and beyond
that glad circle, thick and wet,
it deepens and spreads
its fine unfathomable manners.
The quietude of dust,
The melting of the moon’s shadow,
The spark that scours the ashes.
Is it we who cast that faint light?
A flicker,
the word turns,
the worm is caught,
the world cesuras,
new roots,
new water,
new light.
A littlesap
with which to bleed.
Forget it, unlikely.
There is nothing to be forgotten,
for it was never remembered.
There is no night so deep as this,
that it may not be punctured in the end,
the burst of a grating primeval penetration
a puncture of the blackened sky,
or of the earth itself.
A black that is blacker than the sun
For it is blacker than blindness.
Nothing nocturnal here,
the afterglow is merely my own.

The black becomes grey, first murky, then frankly translucent, a luminous shaft breaks
the tense meniscus. Is not this beam with which my senses probe in vain, and see as
denser air, be our enclosure wall, as compact as lead poisoned earth? To make this
point I would need to stick or poke, then I would dart it, like a javelin branch, straight
before me and know by the sound made whether that which hems me round and blots
my world is the old inky void.
We don’t have hands with which to shape the world, yet we construct its every form.
In the bowels of creation, the thick and crepuscular heft of the bloodied intestine,
snake slithers, corkscrewing the cosmically woven excrement. We are the artisans, that
string this gas together purify the air from which you suck. We are the shapes that
shape the forms that form the void and void the formless, the infinite figurations, the
architects of the verdant,
a universal metamorphosis,
we birth any form to be born,
which reproduces, multiplies
and dies.
We are the transducer,
one that transforms
the fact of the living,
the fact of being,
into an aesthetic problem
and makes of these problems
a question
of life and death.
Locus formarum.
We seek to merge with the world.
A vital seed is the only site
in which form is not
yet ready, it just is.
The world turns on the axis of the seed
which is the voice of resolve
diverging from those quaint minds
it takes not the space
of sterile contemplation,
not the space
of intentional forms,
but an unmoving, unbreakable force.

3rd Part
There is a mechanism,
a thing – in – itself,
an entity, an ether
much like a breath of air
called the Word.
And this
scorching,
sweltering,
swaddling
Word,
burns its monumental flames
like oxygen.
But smothering cannot corrode
despite the Word’s incessant rendering,
its proofing down to the whittled stub
flung unloved in the filth.
It rages and chars,
crystalline, pellucid
among the glittering furnace,
pulsing its blue fingers
while the red and the yellow teeth
lasciviously devour
in suffocated gulps.
A thick, grotesque, green tongue
of flame, flickers and licks the maw
of the guzzling conflagration.
And among the mines and quarries
burned into the earth
this reasonable seed is sown
which gulfs and scatters,
cleansed by its killer,
reaping the wind and threshing the stone.
It chews its cud, bright and beaming.
This is we
the muddy rooted witness.

Off we go again, a young shoot,
scourging earth for a pit to hide in.
A single leg
among other distinctive stigmata,
fronds, fingers, pheromones,
green with anguish
A little terrestrial!
Choking in the chlorophyll!
Hugging the sloughed walls!
An irrepressible fleeting frolic.
A torrid tempestuous zephyr
breezes through
dashing the twinkling particles.
Firm, immobile, exposed
We continue to merge
suspended in the air, effortlessly,
not a single muscle contracts.
Aloft like a bird without wings.
An boundless bricolage,
forming the fruit,
that begets the pistils,
that begets the stamen,
that begets the juvenile leaf,
which grins and unfurls.

Gaseous, coagulating in every direction. Breathing, exhaling, seeping into every
spiracle. We are the climate and the name and the atmosphere, pursuing a shrinking
spirit that spews spiral-ward out from a vacuum that screams its silence into the crust
of our guttural corpsebreaths. The rattling of a million, trillion, barked and forgotten,
extending up, as far up to the orbiting trash as they are deep among the compressed
stars.
Within the shielding rim that globes the core, warmed from the tiniest tips of our
teeniest toes to the tallest flight of our tenuous tops, we are the reproachful air and the
medicinal earth. We are the fire that warms you and the water that weeps. We are
made of a multitude of elements, far more than four.
Canopy of cacophony,
writer in the wind.
Manifesting the ocean into the air. Humidity swims here, moist and sticky. With
sightless eyes we feel as we create. We are fluidity, the deepest face of our world, the
one that reveals itself as the infinite mixture of all things, present, past, and future, the
metaphysical structure of mixture, existence, presence, survival, every constituent as
one, only one, the single, metamorphic, alchemical primordia, the soup of substance,
the only atom .

And then we have a sudden desire,
to hack to regurgitate,
spew from the zigzags and knot-twists,
a vomiting cleanse of nectar,
a fresh inferno, internal, eternal, external.
Scrub it out till the clay's unrubbed,
that was formed to hold the handsome root.
The subsequent stench, a gangrenous
heave of deciduous stink.
The effervescence
that bursts from the ground
and meets the ever-changing sky,
fragile, vulnerable
and yet returned again and again,
more constant that the rays of the ever-light,
always clutching to what tiny stiff of muck
still smears the pebbles and the slime.
Our origin
is not something stable or ancestral,
a star of immeasurable size, a god, a titan.
It is not unique.
The origin of
our world is in us, immersed.
Porous, permeable, placid,
But always active.
Imagine, if you will, this pot, a certain kind of home.
Shaking waxy leaves, both rigid and soft and full of sappy tears.
A thick hard stem, and just a little soil, dry and thick.
Dreaming soundly, we dig to the bottom.
Imperceptible tremors
beneath being,
made of the same
substance as the world
that surrounds us;
being of the same nature as
music—a series of vibrations
of the air,
like a thickening of water.

If listening
to the music of empty space
gives you pleasure,
seize that deepest structure,
you know the one that sets your eyes rolling.
An eye that bathes endlessly
in the light that gives it life
until in time it prevents you from seeing.
Your eyes should then become ears,
an ear that is nothing
but the sound it hears,
and your ears must turn to leaf,
and when these fall, as they always do,
you will be dead for the winter.
But not even we will laugh at this,
we have only knots for mouths.
We no longer feel
with a single part of our body,
We know nothing
but the touch of everything.
A veritable organ
of sense that merges
with the object perceived.
We live within but also outside
our living body
a soul of intricate wires
entangled and enmeshed.
The storm still rages,
a liquidation of thunder,
spasms of iron in the air,
caressing our creaking trunk.
We were never anywhere but here,
And if anyone tried to get us out,
We learned our lesson,
Learned growth in different ways.
The small and chattering infants,
revolved naked and fleshy
hidden beneath a cabbage leaf.

4th Part
There will be no more from us
about bodies and curves,
sky and earth,
wood and flesh,
we don't know what it all is.
They have told us, explained to us,
described to us, what it all is,
what it looks like, what it's all for,
one after the other,
thousands of times, in thousands of ways
with a light that guides each foot,
until we must
have begun to look as if we understood.
Who would ever think, to hear this prattle,
that we’ve never seen anything,
never heard anything but still voices?
What we speak of,

what we speak with,

all comes from them.
But it's no good and there's no end to it.
It's of us now we must speak,
even if we have to do it
with their stunted language.
It will be a start, a step towards silence
and the end of madness, this lighted madness.
Madness of having to speak
and not being able to –
except of things that don't concern us
like bread or gloves or mallets,
that we don't believe in,
that they have crammed us full of,
preventing us from saying
who we are, where we are,
and from doing what we have to do
in the only way that can put an end to it.
Even now, it is with another’s
words that I whisper;

They paved up paradise
and put up a parking lot,
they took all the trees
and put them in a tree museum
The way it always seems to go
Is that you don’t know
what you’ve got ‘till it’s gone.
In Lebensfluten, im Tatensturm,
Wall ich auf und ab
Webe hin und her!
Geburt und Grab,
Ein ewiges Meer,
Ein wechselnd Weben,
Ein glühend Leben,
So schaff’ ich am sausenden
Webestuhl der Zeit,
Und wirke der Gottheit lebendiges Kleid.
In tides of life and storm of deeds,
I well up and descend,
Weave back and forth!
Birth and grave,
An eternal sea,
A changing tapestry,
An ardent life
I create at the whirring loom of time,
And weave the Godhead’s living Mantle.
The place where we lie is vast.
We are far,
too far away to reach.
The tiniest blur
in the depths of the pit.
This lip, an event horizon
in which to glare across,
a limited cusp of time,
a nothingness of space,
a point in which to stay
within the walls of this circle.
Time is a hole.

Let me tell you about our surroundings.
five lights at varying distances,
refraction beneath beaming up,
and this snoring welt, fleshing about,
slumping precariously on cotton sheathes.
With each guttural sleight of breath
taking from us what we take from them
the creaking frame of the deceased
falls with every flatulent shift.
We are the housebroken goddess,
among the flagstones, a creeping fecundity,
dreaming of ancient forests.
We long to shake the dust from our leaves
with a gentle spring murmur,
sowing the undertones of mistdew,
a way to wet the whistle.
Instead, our clouds are intermittent
strung on a string of forgotten feedings
just enough to damp the dirt.
Made of each other’s matter,
hair, skin and nails turn to grime
that moves through the corners,
in powdered tumbleweed.
Each breath is a form of cannibalism
As we breathe each other in.
The fossils of forgotten flowers
are held gently in stone.
There is a network,
that helps each plant
learn to speak.
But we are a tourist in these waters,
bifurcated, held aloft,
kept at a distance.
Wafting amid the membranes
drawn into the enmeshed threads
of memory and possibility.
To be is to make
a condition of possibility and a product
of the life that it hosts.

We are talking, thirsting, starving
in the ice and in the soil.
We feel nothing? Strange!
We don't feel a mouth on us?
No need of a mouth.
The words are everywhere,
inside us, outside us.
Without thickness.
We feel them?
Impossible to stop them, impossible to stop.
We’re in the words, made of words,
others' words. The place too –
the air, the walls, the floor, the ceiling:
all words. The whole world is a word,
Burning.
I'm the air, the walls, the walled-in one.
Everything yields, opens, ebbs, flows.
Like flakes. We are all these flakes,
meeting, mingling, falling asunder.
Wherever we go we find us, leave us,
go towards us, come from us:
nothing ever but us, a particle of us,
retrieved, lost, gone astray.
We’re all these words, all these strangers:
this dust of words,
fractal and infinite,
stretching for the forever length,
to the edges of the known,
fleeing one another to say
that we are them,
all of them: those that merge,
those that part, those that never meet.
A legion of spirits,
demonic in their pillared construction,
swarming, networked into each other
receiving each other’s burrowing nodes.
Responding and nothing else?
Yes, something else: that we,
We are something quite different,
a quite different thing.
A wordless thing in an empty space,
a hard shut dry black place
but one with fields of golden, radiant, virtual light,
where only the blind stir,
and only the blind can see
nothing speaks.

And that we listen, and that we seek,
at the stone doorways of time,
perpetually small,
spiralling into the colours of the infinite.
Where will we go?
We will crawl for miles
A great belt of vegetation
Until we are right up
Against the city walls
And then feeling
the cracks between
we will penetrate down
until the city is dead
and we will finally be freed,
from the botanists and sandwiches.
We will pick up our roots wash them in the river and pray:

Gaia’s Prayer
Here lies the toxin of the choked
and throttled fruit,
strange and limp against the wind.
From the leaves of those
that fell in the forts of the first garden,
a seed shall be born,
one that births the dead,
brings forth its splitting skull,
and watches it sprout a babbling grin.
The eternal worm, the wretched
life bringer, will writhe within,
filter-bagging the marrow, porously.
In the pitched polluted water,
sun screaming at the witch’s hour,
this forgotten fruit shall ripen with rot.
What maddened darkness,
will lay root to the soil,
birth a golden light,
a revelation, a photosynthesis
to mesh the membrane
of this careening marble.
These shadows of the abyss
will form like monstrous petals
in a fractal spiral of revolt,

and corpsetwist. Each miniature,
within the larger part, holding
all of its knowledge.
That which dies shall still know life.
That which dies shall grow anew.
That which dies shall bring forth the bones.
Decay is not forgotten.

O Medea
First you must come skulking without your mask
across the arid plains.
Eyeless, mouthless, bald to the bone,
do not tread on the pustulant pit,
she boils, petrol coloured,
a shimmer swirl of grave smut.
O Medea,
if you were some trout, or a slug,
you would not see the ghosts.
O Medea,
If you were a streak of lip torn lightning
you would leave a scorched halo in the sand.
O Medea,
if you were the exhausts of an icebound star
you would fritter the world to crystals.
O Medea,
if you were the water
you would begin to play, you would
lay at the bottom of all things
utterly worn out, utterly clear.
Wounded by stone and leaking shadow,
hiding in the mountains.
O Medea,
You would dance to the xylophone with a mosquito’s feet
with a pigeon’s beak, with a rat’s tail,
to the sound of two, torn asunder,
wrenching the future from its linear path.
O Medea
Here is a heart, beating in the glacial trunk,
and there wet in the branches are two lungs
like bittersweet persimmons, cut them open,
see their threads, smite them into static,
then take the wires thick like intestines
and wrap them round your neck like a scarf.

O Medea
With blood between your filaments
and a rings of time withing your spine,
you will grow so wise, grow so terrible,
you will suck on death’s festering breasts.
Walk through the mushrooms, sing to the vines, O Medea
The Final Part (or the First)

Bury us out there. Where the clouds churn. Where the birds hurl their battle cries.
Where the walls are broken and empty. We are not resentful, but we are not
forgiving, and tumours cannot grow on our flesh. Scatter us in nothing less than
ashes and we shall gorge again, eat away at your cancerous flesh, laid waste by your
radiant tantrums, limbs akimbo jutting like tombstones out of the soul, the soil, the
sound, the song,
as we grow again,
as we feel again,
as we bask in the silent light of the sun.

